What your colleagues are saying about Integrity Data’s ACA Compliance Solution

“Every new client that we have on-boarded from our prior vendor has stated, ‘Oh, that was easier.’”

Susi Liston | ACA Service Provider, Benefit Advisors Network

“I could not have been happier about our experience with Integrity Data. We were going through a software conversion and if it were not for the amazing team at Integrity Data we would have not been able to send in our IRS reports on time. The response time and patience of Tom, Lori and the rest of the team was truly amazing! I would recommend Integrity Data to anyone looking for help with the ACA Compliance Reporting.”

Ford Handley | Director, CMRO, City of Orange County, AL

“Your ACA Compliance Solution software and service are some of the best I’ve encountered in 30 some years in the IT world.”

Jeff Roeckel | Controller, Scranton Craftsmen

“Integrity Data provided us with a streamlined solution that simplified ACA reporting. Integrity Data’s team was exceptional at onboarding and continued support and service throughout the reporting year. The system was easy to use, navigate, and made the e-filing process painless.”

Magen Koepp | Employee Benefit Plan Specialist, Olsen Thielen & Co.

“Our company signed up with Integrity Data’s ACA Compliance Solution in 2015 and started using Premium Support Services for the 2017 filing season. Lori Batchelder has been so helpful to me, always trying her best to get me set up for help in any way I have needed it. I had made an appointment for later in the week, but as soon as there was an earlier opening, she had me booked. Yesterday, I was so happy and relieved when Gary and Lori called me to help me get my 2017 year closed and forms printed. Within 30 minutes we had done everything including sending the IRS reports. What a relief! These guys rock!”

Kathy Starr | Secretary, Woodfield, Incorporated

“It is always a pleasure to work with Tom, Gary and the team at Integrity Data. They have made themselves available to work through our questions and concerns. Their software has made a complicated process much more manageable.”

Matt Lasnier | Operations & Systems Analysis Manager, Kimco Staffing Services, Inc.

“The Support Team at Integrity Data were so wonderful!! They were amazingly patient, went above and beyond to answer our questions and resolved issues. Thank you for providing step by step instructions/videos and the webinars.”

Lien Dang | Accountant, Lancaster NeuroScience & Spine Associates
"This solution has added value to my company because of its versatility and flexibility. We are an extremely complex organization with multiple control groups and the Integrity solution provides the tools necessary to allow each company’s data to be uploaded and compiled separately but the flexibility for the employer to report the information as required by the IRS to comply with both ERISA and ACA. Also, the benefit of not having to manually track hours is a huge savings for us. Our human capital can be utilized on more pressing company objectives to get the maximum return on investment. We have used other solutions that were not as versatile or flexible. This product has worked great for us and we will remain clients.”

Dana Ruimveld | HR Generalist, Cheyenne Petroleum Co.

“The Integrity Data customer care team has been a pleasure to work with. They are responsive to requests for assistance and accommodating to the demands of our customers. They are knowledgeable, not only about the product, but also the about the Affordable Care Act and Healthcare Reform in general. I have appreciated the relationship we have with Integrity Data and the support they have provided to our team. They love to make me look good. When times get busy, it’s good to know that Integrity Data is in my corner.”

Seth Woolley | Product Support Manager, Plumbline Consulting, LLC

“The partnership with Integrity Data has allowed our company to replace our internal ACA solution in a way that both provides additional value to our clients and seamlessly integrates with the Dynamics SL payroll functionality. The Integrity ACA solution has been a great fit for our clients that are struggling with ACA compliance and reporting. Our designated account manager is responsive to our needs and the Integrity Data team has been easy to work with, extremely knowledgeable and professional at all levels. We value the relationship with Integrity Data and look forward to working with them for years to come.”

Valerie Borak | Account Manager, Plumbline Consulting, LLC

“Integrity Data’s ACA Compliance Solution is an easy program to work with for gathering data, printing, and e-filing 1095-Cs. Integrity Data has been able to answer the questions I’ve had and have made phone contact with me to go through some issues; which I’m grateful for. They have many webinars to present information that is very helpful and useful. You can even sign up a few times for the same webinar, which I have done. Thank you, Integrity Data.”

Lorna O’Connor | Bookkeeper, ABLE, Inc.

“Being new to this ACA process was killing me. Whenever I had questions or problems, I knew I could email and get my problems resolved quickly. Thanks for being so patient with me. The Integrity Cloud Connector works great and freed up so much time for me.”

Jennifer O’Donnell | Payroll Clerk, Refugio County Memorial Hospital

“The Affordable Care Act was new to me, but your team worked me through the requirements as many times as I needed. The professional courtesy was exemplary and the results speak for themselves. If ACA is still around next year, knowing Integrity Data’s team is there gives me a great deal of comfort. Never thought I’d say it, but it has been a good experience working with you on ACA issues. Thank you!”

Walt Baines | Tri-City Baptist Church Ministries
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"I work for a consulting firm for Microsoft Dynamics® GP and we have had several customers have issues with their 1095-C. The only solutions I was finding online was SQL scripts which would have needed a lot of time to utilize successfully to correct old entries. Integrity Data offered a tool for the 1095-C tables, which allowed us to provide a direct interface for our clients to update each employee at their own pace. It allowed us to apply a permanent solution within hours for an issue that was being estimated to take days."

An Integrity Data Partner

"We assist our Microsoft Dynamics GP clients with Payroll Year End procedures each year and Integrity Data's ACA Compliance software was definitely our favorite solution. Their software was the easiest to use and their support team is absolutely the best! A big THANKS to all of our friends at Integrity Data for being our guiding light and helping us every step of the way. They are wonderful!"

An Integrity Data Partner

"I understand our company’s reporting was complex, and had the good fortune to test many of your staff; our set-up and testing was a regular musical-chairs rehearsal. One person in particular stands out above the rest, and I have to say, is a gem. David Wilmert’s knowledge of the Affordable Care Act and the reporting requirements, combined with his IT intelligence, is outstanding. However, it was his behavior that overwhelmingly impressed me; I have never worked with a professional as patient, flexible and understanding, whose reasoning and communication skills increase under pressure. When I might normally dread requesting assistance, with Mr. Wilmert, it was as if he were sitting in an office down the hall, happy to assist with a question."

Dawn Edlin | Chief People Officer, Larson Companies

“This is a fully integrated solution that is well designed, easy to set up and use. Two thumbs up!”

Dawn Pleil, Software Developer, formerly at CAL Business Solutions

“All I can say is, thank God for your software. Also, your support is top-notch, right up there with the best. They stuck by us through difficult questions and all. Most importantly, they made sure I met all the deadlines. Many thanks.”

Jeff Roeckel | Controller, Scranton Craftsmen

“I sincerely what to thank you for your patience and perseverance in helping PICO complete our 1094-C and 1095-C processing this year.

“While we had three companies we were working through; we had different challenges with each. You always made yourself available with the busy schedule you maintain and I appreciate that. Your phone support was always polite and you maintained your composure through our many hours of phone calls and go-to-meetings.

“Our last company was completed today and we are set until next year. It will be here before we know it.

“Thanks again Keith, you are great at your job.

“As a side note, your support team is exceptional. Keep up the great work everyone.”

Jim Soltau | Senior Vice President, PICO Enterprises, Inc. | August 3, 2016
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“Thank you so much for providing the ACA User Group webinars! These calls are always at great times, very convenient, enjoyable, and – most importantly – useful information is always presented. They are much appreciated.”

Sarah Monke | Payroll Clerk, Fremont Health | A medical center in Nebraska on April 15, 2016

“During this ACA compliance adventure, there have been many challenging moments, but the Integrity Team has been there at every turn. While I am still not a fan of the healthcare reform initiative, I am a fan of Integrity Data!

“Thank you for your great product and your phenomenal people.”

Kathleen Kripp | Senior HR Manager, Waubonsee Community College

“Integrity Data’s ACA solution was simple to learn and very efficient. I didn’t start converting our customers to the ACA software until mid-November and had all 44 converted with forms printed by late February. The software is simple, user friendly, and the support staff is very helpful when help is needed. We also have customers who use other Integrity products and those products have been well received as well. Overall, Integrity Data is the right choice for all of your Microsoft Dynamics GP payroll add-on needs.”

Jeffrey Newell | Senior Information System Representative at Central Service Association

“The process was easy for me, as all I had to do was download information from our payroll system and upload it to yours. It made me aware of any errors that I need to correct and most, if not all, was something I did wrong.

“Your support team was very helpful in showing me how fill out and use the ACA utilities and reports. It was very much hands off for me as they handled it and instructed me how to do it. Hopefully, I can retain some of that for next year, but, if not, I know I can count on that help again next year.”

Glenn A. Dian | Director of Finance and Human Resources at Railway & Industrial Services, Inc. | March 2016

“You guys are awesome!

“I love how you guys go above and beyond to help your customers. Recording the ACA User Group webinars helps all clients learn from them.

“Guidance like this is always good.”

Nanda DeRoulet | HRIS Analyst, WoodSpring Hotels

“I was amazed at how quickly 1095-Cs were generated once the data is all there. And once generated, you can print them in different file formats and sort orders. It is literally as easy as a few clicks.

“Invaluable to this process was the support I received from the staff at Integrity Data. They were all willing to help, extremely knowledgeable, kind, PATIENT and responsive – besides being a pleasure to talk to!”

Kelly Harris, CEBS | Benefit Information Specialist with eni (Employee Network Inc.)
An HR technology services provider that is an ACA affiliate of Integrity Data | March 14, 2016
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“The **ACA Compliance Solution** has saved us thousands of dollars.”

*Brandy S. Weber, SPHR | HR Director, Sasnak Management Corp.*
*Parent company of Carlos O’Kelly’s restaurants and an Applebee’s franchisee*

“It was important to us to find an **ACA Compliance** reporting solution that integrated with our current system and at a reasonable price. Working with our Microsoft partner and Integrity Data, the installation and setup was quick and easy.

“I especially appreciate the opportunity to continue learning about the law and the product through Integrity Data’s ACA users-only webinars.”

*Tannia Miller | Office Manager, JDP Electric | An electrical services company in Fargo, North Dakota*

“Our search for software to meet compliance requirements for ACA regulations was tedious. Our team reviewed several products, and chose Integrity because it could process the information we needed as an ALE and as a Self-Insured Employer.

“In **Integrity Data’s ACA Compliance Solution** was the best fit for our company because:

1. The software stores dependent information along with start and stop dates.
2. The Year-End Close may be performed as many times as you want to run it.
3. The 1095-C can be edited.

“Integrity Data’s support team provides assistance by e-mail and a website with an enormous amount of resources for ACA reporting requirements, FAQs, ACA User Groups webinars, newsletters and Knowledge Base articles.

“Our team has benefited literally by having Integrity support at our fingertips.”

*Carol Wright | HR Specialist/Benefits at Greenleaf Nursery*
*A Park Hill, Oklahoma-based plant wholesaler with operations in three states | March 18, 2016*

“I am assuming a Benefits Manager position after last serving in a benefits role about 5 years ago. Although I have read everything about the ACA I could find over the past few years, there is literally an avalanche of requirements and reporting to learn about quickly.

“Your publications are an invaluable resource to me now and going forward as I continue to get up-to-speed on the ACA.”

*John P. Buselt | Benefits Manager, WoodSpring Hotels | March 3, 2016*

“We have been very impressed with this software and the Customer Service we have received. This team has done their homework on the ACA and has developed a product that simplifies the tracking we are required to do.”

*Karen Wright | Former Controller, Tri-City Baptist Ministries | A church in Chandler, Arizona*

“Awesome job. Great product. It’s very obvious a lot of time and effort has been put into staying on top of the ACA requirements and needs.”

*Cathy Reichelderfer, CFO | JFC Staffing Companies*
“I am so glad I chose to go with your company for an ACA reporting solution. You guys definitely know what you are doing.

“My payroll company was going to charge $17,500 and they did not even have it up and running for the Year-End 2015. I received another bid for $9,500. Your company was so much better priced. I also know that the level of support from the more expensive companies would not have compared with the extensive knowledge and excellent support I received from Integrity Data.”

Maria Hilger | Controller, ACW Corporation | An Arby’s franchisee in Delaware

“…very quick to respond to our needs and helpful – actually showing me what I needed to know, instead of someone talking to me through it over the phone.”

Cheryl Johnson | Benefits Specialist, Manpower
Florida, Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin office of the worldwide temporary-help services company

“When we first discovered all that was going to be involved in reporting data for the Affordable Care Act – ACA, we started checking into software options. Integrity Data was the most knowledgeable on the ACA and was the most affordable. Not only have they been with us every step of the way and timely in their responses to our questions, but friendly and patient when dealing with some of the unique issues that were specific to our company. I would definitely recommend Integrity to anyone looking for a great product, good people backing it up, and at an affordable price.”

Belinda Kornack | Director of Human Resources, Summit Dental Consulting | Eau Claire, Wisconsin

“I am so glad I found your company and we decided to use your ACA Compliance Solution. The ease of use and knowledge of staff has been great. The blog posts and webinars are really helpful, too. I am especially grateful for the real-time updates of the cloud based solution. If we had tried to use the ACA module our higher-ed software was providing, we would not be able to implement updates without ITs help and production downtime.”

Danielle D. Depke | HR System Analyst, Waubonsee Community College | Sugar Grove, Illinois

“Given the dynamics of our industry, we were looking for software that would integrate with Microsoft Dynamics® GP, manage measurement periods, populate 1095-Cs and handle all aspects of ACA reporting with a user-friendly platform. Integrity Data’s ACA Compliance Solution completely satisfies every requirement we had identified.

Installation was very easy and while we have used Support a limited amount, they were very quick to respond to our needs and helpful – actually showing me what I needed to know instead of someone talking me through it over the telephone.

We would recommend Integrity Data’s ACA Compliance Solution to any company that deals with large numbers of variable-hour employees with ever-changing start and stop dates.”

Cheryl Johnson | Benefits Specialist, Manpower
Florida, Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin office of the worldwide temporary-help services company
“A great tool for our consulting firm…the Integrity Data folks are in-depth experts on the ACA’s look-back, stability period, and safe harbor methods. The ACA Compliance Solution does everything you need to make compliance somewhat simple (if that is truly possible with this legislation).”

Rob Craddock, CEBS | Summit Consulting, LLC
A certified Employee Benefit Specialist in Missouri

“As a health services provider with several thousand employees, I don’t know how we would be managing through this process without the ACA Compliance Solution.

“Integrity Data, and their professional services team, has played a vital role in helping support our implementation and compliance with the Affordable Care Act.”

Curtis Fletcher, CFO | Professional Case Management
Denver-based provider of in-home specialty nursing care in seven states

“This ACA Compliance reporting solution hit the spot for a key client — a fast-food restaurant franchise with 60 locations, who was proactively preparing to meet the new Affordable Care Act requirements.

“We got an immediate response to our inquiry, a compelling demo, expert training support and implementation to our client’s satisfaction.”

Michelle Chahine | Customer Service Manager, Maner Costerisan
A leading accounting and business consulting firm in Michigan

“Integrity Data helped our company successfully complete our first year of ACA reporting. I really like the cloud program. It’s easy to work with. I’d like to thank Rebecca Hulse in Support. She really knows the software and is very nice to talk to.”

Renee Stouffer | HR Administrator, Gottsch Employers Group